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ABSTRACT: 

Duplicate detection is the technique of identifying or detecting all group of record within a 

dataset that represent the same real world entity. Databases contains very large datasets, 

where various duplicate records are present. The duplicate records occur when data entries 

are stored in a uniform manner in the database, resolving the structural heterogeneity 

problem. We present two novel, progressive duplicate detection algorithms which 

significantly increases the efficiency of finding the duplicate data when the execution time is 

limited. Here we get the quality data without any disturbance to the datasets. Duplicate 

detection is the process of removing replica in the repository. To address this progressive 

algorithm has been proposed that significantly increase the efficiency of finding duplicates if 

the execution time is limited and improve the quality of records. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Databases play an important role in IT and economy based industries. Many companies 

depend on the efficiency of databases to carry out all operations. Therefore, the qualities of 

records that are stored in the databases have significant cost indications to a system that relies 

on information to conduct business. The data duplication is one of the critical issues in the 

data mining. Many industries will look for the accurate data to carry out their operations. 

Therefore the data quality must be significant. With the increase in the volume of data even 

the data quality problems arise. The detection of duplicates is very costly because the 

comparison among all possible duplicate pairs is required. Progressive duplicate detection 

identifies most duplicate data in the detection process. Instead of reducing the overall time 

that is needed to finish the entire process, progressive approaches try to reduce the average 

time after which a duplicate is found. 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Betkar Akshay Suresh et al (2016) this overview manages the different copy record 

identification strategies in both little and substantial datasets. To identify the deception with 

less time of execution furthermore without exasperating the dataset quality, strategies like 

Progressive Blocking and Progressive Neighborhood are utilized. Progressive sorted 

neighborhood method likewise called as PSNM is utilized as a part of this model for finding 

or recognizing the copy in a parallel methodology. A few distinct strategies for information 

examination are considered here with different methodologies for copy discovery. 

Vijayakumar, P et al (2016) we present novel, progressive duplicate detection algorithms 

that significantly increase the efficiency of finding duplicates if the execution time is limited: 
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They maximize the gain of the overall process within the time available by reporting most 

results much earlier than traditional approaches. Comprehensive experiments show that our 

progressive algorithms can double the efficiency over time of traditional duplicate detection 

and significantly improve upon related work. Aiming to address the above security 

challenges, this project makes the first attempt to formalize the notion of distributed reliable 

deduplication system. 

Elmagarmid, A.K et al (2015) often, in the real world, entities have two or more 

representations in databases. Duplicate records do not share a common key and/or they 

contain errors that make duplicate matching a difficult task. We also cover multiple 

techniques for improving the efficiency and scalability of approximate duplicate detection 

algorithms. We conclude with coverage of existing tools and with a brief discussion of the 

big open problems in the area. The problem that we study has been known for more than five 

decades as the record linkage or the record matching problem in the statistics community. 

Whang, S. E et al (2014) stated a survey on the active methods and non-identical duplicate 

entries present in the records of the database records are all investigated in this paper. It 

works for both the duplicate record detection approaches. 1) Distance Based technique that 

measures the distance among the individual fields, by using distance metrics of all the fields 

and later computing the distance among the records. 2) Rule based technique that uses rules 

for defining that if two records are same or different. The techniques for duplicate record 

detection are very essential to improve the extracted data quality. 

OBJECTIVES: 

1) To study about the Progressive sorted neighborhood method 

2) To Study the Progressive Techniques for Efficient Duplicate Detection. 

We propose two novel progressive duplicate detection algorithms namely:  

1) Progressive sorted neighborhood method (PSNM), which performs best on small and 

almost clean datasets 

2) 2) Progressive blocking (PB), which performs best on large and very dirty datasets. 

Efficient duplicate detection is an important task especially in large datasets. In this paper, 

they have compared two important approaches, blocking and windowing, for reducing the 

number of comparisons. Additionally, we have introduced Sorted Blocks which is 

generalization of blocking and windowing. Experiments with several real-world datasets 

show that Sorted Blocks outperforms the two other approaches. A challenge for Sorted 

Blocks is finding the right configuration settings, as it has more parameters than the other two 

approaches. An advantage of Sorted Blocks in comparison to the Sorted Neighbourhood 

Method is the variable partition size instead of a fixed size window. This allows more 

comparisons if several records have similar values, but requires fewer comparisons if only a 

few records are similar. In the future, one of our research topics will be to evaluate strategies 

that group records with a high chance of being duplicates in the same partitions. 

Duplicate Detection: The duplicate detection rules set by the administrator, the system alerts 

the user about potential duplicates when the user tries to create new records or update 

existing records. To maintain data quality, you can schedule a duplicate detection job to 
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check for duplicates for all records that match a certain criteria. You can clean the data by 

deleting, deactivating, or merging the duplicates reported by a duplicate detection. 

Architecture Diagram: 

 

Progressive SNM:  

The progressive arranged neighborhood method is centred on the traditional organized 

neighborhood method. PSNM sorts the input data using a predefined sorting key and only 

compares records that are within a window of records in the arranged order. When using 

early termination, this parameter can be set to an optimistically high default value. Parameter 

I defines the enlargement interval for the progressive iterations. For now, assume it has the 

default value 1. The last parameter N specifies the number of records in the dataset. This 

number can be gleaned in the sorting step, but we list it as a parameter for presentation 

purposes. Progressive Sorted Neighbourhood Require: dataset reference D, sorting key K, 

window size W, enlargement interval size I, number of records N. 

Step 1: procedure PSNM(D, K, W, I, N) 

Step 2: pSize-calcPartitionSize (D) 

Step 3: pNum-[N/pSize-W + 1)] 

Step 4: array order size N as Integer 

Step 5: array recs size pSize as Record 

Step 6: order - sort Progressive (D, K, I, pSize, pNum) 

Step 7: for currentI - 2 todW=Iedo 

Step 8: for currentP-1 to pNum do 

Step 9: recs-loadPartition (D, currentP) 

Step 10: for dist belongs to range(currentI, I, W) do 

Step 11: for i -0 to |recs|_ dist do 

Step 12: pair-<recs[i], recs[i + dist]> 

Step 13: if compare (pair) then 

Step 14: emit (pair) 

Step 15: look Ahead (pair) 
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Progressive Blocking: Dynamic Blocking (PB) is a novel approach that expands upon an 

equidistant blocking system and the progressive growth of pieces. Like PSNM, it likewise 

pre-sorts the records to utilize their rank-separation in this sorting for likeness estimation. In 

light of the sorting, PB first makes and after that dynamically expands a fine-grained 

blocking. These square expansions are specifically executed on neighborhoods around as of 

now identified copies, which empower PB to uncover, bunch sooner than PSNM. 

The algorithm accepts five input parameters: The dataset reference D specifies the dataset to 

be cleaned and the key attribute or key attribute combination K defines the sorting. Finally, N 

is the size of the input dataset. At first, PB calculates the number of records per partition 

pSize by using a pessimistic sampling function in Line 2. The algorithm also calculates the 

number of loadable blocks per partition bPerP, the total number of blocks bNum, and the 

total number of partitions pNum. 

Step 1: procedure PB(D, K, R, S, N) 

Step 2: pSize-calcPartitionSize (D) 

Step 3: bPerP-[pSize/S] 

Step 4: bNum-[N/S] 

Step 5: pNum-[bNum/bPerP] 

Step 6: array order size N as Integer 

Step 7: array blocks size bPerP as <Integer; Record[]> 

Step 8: priority queue bPairs as <Integer; Integer; Integer> 

Step 9: bPairs-{<1,1,->, . . . ,<bNum, bNum,->} 

Step 10: order -sortProgressive (D, K, S, bPerP, bPairs) 

Step 11: for i -0 to pNum - 1 do 

Step 12: pBPs-get(bPairs, i . bPerP, (i+1) . bPerP) 

Step 13: blocks -loadBlocks (pBPs, S, order) 

Step 14: compare (blocks, pBPs, order) 

Step 15: while bPairs is not empty do 

Step 16: pBPs-{} 

Step 17: bestBPs-takeBest ([bPerP/4], bPairs, R) 

Step 18: for bestBP belongs to bestBPs do 

Step 19: if bestBP[1] _ bestBP[0] < R then 

Step 20: pBPs-pBPs U extend (bestBP) 

Step 21: blocks -loadBlocks (pBPs, S, order) 

Step 22: compare (blocks, pBPs, order) 

Step 23: bPairs-bPairs U pBPs 

Step 24: procedure compare (blocks, pBPs, order) 

Step 25: for pBP belongs to pBPs do 

Step 26: <dPairs, cNum> comp(pBP, blocks, order) 

Step 27: emit(dPairs) 

Step 28: pBP[2] -|dPairs|/ cNum 
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Figure: PB in a block comparison matrix. 

RESULTS: 

PSNM executes the same comparisons because the natural SNM procedure, the algorithm 

takes longer to finish. To cut down their complexity, PSNM implements partition caching. 

We now evaluate the average SNM algorithm, a PSNM algorithm without partition caching 

and a PSNM algorithm with partition caching on the DBLP-dataset. The results of this 

experiment are shown in determine four in the left graph. The scan suggests that the 

advantage of partition caching is big: The runtime of PSNM decreases by using 42% 

minimizing the runtime change between PSNM and SNM to just 2%. 

 

Figure: Effect of partition caching and look-ahead 

Attribute Concurrency algorithms AC-PSNM and ACPB gradually execute the multi-pass 

method for the PSNM algorithm and PB algorithm, correspondingly, favoring good keys over 

poor keys by dynamically ranking different passes using their transitional results. Since a 

common multi-pass algorithm can execute the different passes in any order, it might 

accidentally choose the best or worst order of keys. Therefore, we run the traditional, 

sequential multi-pass algorithm with the optimal key Sequence 1, two mediocre key 

Sequences 2 and 3 and the worst key Sequence 4. 
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Figure: Attribute Concurrency on the DBLP dataset 

Comparison between PSNM and CC-PSNM Algorithm [Duplicate Record Analysis] 

 

Table: PB duplicate 

 

  PB Duplicate CC-PB Duplicate 

S.No No. of 

block 

size 

PB Size 

(Count) 

PB Time 

(ms) 

CC-PB 

Size 

(Count) 

CC-PB 

Time(ms) 

1 25 4 0 8 0.0004 

2 50 10 0 15 0.0008 

3 75 15 0 28 0.012 

4 100 27 0 36 0.025 

5 125 38 0 42 0.032 

6 150 49 0 53 0.037 

7 175 56 0 62 0.039 

8 200 60 0.1 70 0.045 

 

On comparing the performance evaluation to the Progressive approach of blocking method 

and concurrent progressive blocking method it has been resulted that output target time t 

needed for CC-PB is smaller than the traditional PB method. 
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Comparison between PB and CC-PB Algorithm [Duplicate Record Analysis] 

 

 

Comparison between PB and CC-PB [Time Analysis] 

 

The experimental comparison provides a view towards duplicate record analysis and time 

analysis of the given data set. I.e., Voter dataset. In duplicate record analysis, the X axis 

indicates the number of records that took part during execution and Y axis indicates the 

number of duplicate records that are detected during the execution of the process. 

CONCLUSION: 

This paper introduces two progressive algorithms such as the progressive sorted 

neighborhood method and progressive blocking. Both this algorithm increase the efficiency 

of finding duplicates if the execution time is limited, ranking of comparison candidates is 

changed based on intermediate results. These algorithms escalate the efficacy of duplicate 

detection for state of affairs with inadequate execution time. They vigorously change the 

ranking of comparison candidates based on intermediate results to execute promising 

assessments first and less promising evaluations later. 

By analyzing intermediate results, both approaches dynamically rank the different keys that 

are sorted at execution time, which reduces the complexity of the key selection problem. To 

determine the performance gain of algorithms a novel quality measure is proposed for 

progressiveness that integrates with existing measures. 
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